
SIMPLE. SAFE. SUSTAINABLE.

SolidSense™

y Powerful grease-cutting in a safe and easy 
to handle solid block

y Broad range EPA-registered solid sanitizer 
approved from 150—400 ppm

y Shape and color-coded blocks to maximize 
ease of use

y Front-loading dispenser for easy refill

y 64% less tonnage lowers shipping and 
storage costs

y 67% less packaging waste

y Patented dispensing technology ensures 
consistent dilution

3-COMPARTMENT SINK

A flexible, all solid 3-compartment 

sink program delivers

performance, ease of use, and

savings retailers require.
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3-COMPARTMENT SINK

Leveraging proven solid products with the latest advancements in 

solid dispensing technology, SolidSense now provides improved 

flexibility, ease of use, and cost controls that are critical for food 

retailers today.

Solid block format
• Allows magazine loading 

to prevent running out of 
product.

• Improves dilution 
consistency by 
maintaining a constant 
distance to the water 
source.

Turbulent flow technology 
mitigates impact of water 
pressure changes, improves 
dilution consistency.

Pressure and temperature 
regulators further reduce
the impact of pressure and 
temperature changes, 
improving dilution 
consistency.

SolidSense™ All Purpose 1114170 4 x 2 lb blocks
Super Concentrate

SolidSense™ Low Foam  1110195 4 x 2.45 lb blocks
Powersink Detergent

KAY® SolidSense™ Sanitizer 1114169 4 x 2 lb blocks

PRODUCT ITEM # PACK SIZE

SolidSense™

Patented Solid Dispensing Technology

SIMPLE. SAFE. SUSTAINABLE.
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1 lb packaging waste 3 lbs packaging waste

67% less packaging waste.BENEFITS 

64% less tonnage shipped.BENEFITS 

9402 wash sinks per pallet
1045.5 lbs

6144 wash sinks per pallet
1771.2 lbs

9874 sanitizer sinks per pallet 
961.2 lbs

4915 sanitizer sinks per pallet 
1704 lbs

=

2.8 lbs liquid product 1 lb solid product

An average supermarket will save
+80 lbs of packaging waste annually

An average supermarket will ship
+1,200 fewer lbs annually

Savings estimates based on average annual pot and pan detergent 
and sanitizer usage of a typical supermarket. Sinks per pallet 
estimates based on filling sinks with 20 gal. of solution.

39% fewer pallets stored.BENEFITS 

Every pallet of solid product delivers:
3,200 more sinks of pot and pan detergent

5,000 more sinks of sanitizer


